Tumbling dynamics of inertial inextensible chains in extensional flow.
This paper investigates the effect of inertia on the dynamics of elongated chains to go beyond the overdamped case that is often used to study such systems. For that purpose, numerical simulations are performed considering the motion of freely jointed bead-rod chains in an extensional flow in the presence of thermal noise. The coil-stretch transition and the tumbling instability are characterized as a function of three parameters: the Péclet number, the Stokes number, and the chain length. Numerical results show that the coil-stretch transition remains when inertia is present and that it depends nonlinearly on the Stokes and Péclet numbers. Theoretical and numerical analyses also highlight the role of intermediate stable configurations in the dynamics of elongated chains: chains can indeed remain trapped for a certain time in these configurations, especially while undergoing a tumbling event.